Abstract-Extreme-scale computing will bring significant changes to high performance computing system architectures. In particular, the increased number of system components is creating a need for software to demonstrate "pervasive parallelism" and resiliency. Asynchronous, many-task programming models show promise in addressing both the scalability and resiliency challenges; however, they introduce an enormously challenging distributed, resilient consistency problem. In this work, we explore the viability of resilient collective communication in task scheduling and work stealing and, through simulation with SST/macro, the performance of these collectives on speculative extreme-scale architectures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Extreme-scale computing will bring significant changes to high performance computing (HPC) system architectures and thus will impose additional software requirements. The increased core count in future systems, together with anticipated memory to computation ratios, will require software to demonstrate "pervasive parallelism" [1] , [2] . There is a general consensus that performant codes at extreme-scale will comprise massive numbers of concurrent threads that exploit both task-and data-parallelism [3] . Additionally, the increased total number of system components with insufficient improvements in mean time to failure for each one will cause extreme-scale systems to experience faults much more frequently than current petascale systems [4] , necessitating a software resilience strategy. Asynchronous, many-task programming models [5] , [6] show promise in addressing both the scalability and resiliency challenges at extreme-scale. They allow many concurrent threads to perform operations on small pieces of data, and their asynchronous execution model, in conjunction with some form of task and data redundancy, can be leveraged to minimize the impact of node degradation and/or failure. We focus here on resilience of the task schedule itself, deferring a discussion of resilient data stores to support the model. Asynchronous models, while well suited to sustaining performance despite node degradation and failures, are greatly complicated by the ability to compensate for failed nodes. In asynchronous models, no guarantees exist on where or when a task may run. Some redundancy of the task schedule must be maintained to ensure the application runs both correctly and to completion, with results not being corrupted by accidentally repeated tasks. This leads to an enormously challenging distributed, resilient consistency problem for task scheduling.
The resilient task collection framework [5] , [7] proposed by Krishnamoorthy and co-workers provides a solution to maintain a consistent, resilient task schedule even with work stealing. Task collections comprise task objects, transferable units of work that are executed within a (partitioned) global address space. Task objects within a collection have no implicit or explicit dependence on one another and can be executed concurrently. Rather than a strict consistency model requiring transactional semantics for every work scheduling/stealing operation, the task collection framework decomposes the processing of task objects into distinct phases, thus providing a deferred consistency model with well-defined synchronization (i.e. consistency) points for detecting and ameliorating failures.
Every worker in a collection must agree on the initial task distribution across nodes, requiring an all-gather operation to begin the collection. Finishing a collection requires some form of resilient termination detection; the conceptually simplest but most expensive approach is an all-reduce synchronization of task statuses. Every worker receives an array of integer values describing the state of each task in the collection, giving global awareness of all failed tasks. This allows simple cooperation amongst remaining workers to complete the work. The allreduce also leads to arbitrary resilience-any number of workers can fail and the collection will still complete.
An alternative approach that avoids this large collective is one which defines "homes" for each task; regardless of where a task executes, a notification is always sent to the same home. Rather than synchronizing on a large all-reduce, workers can synchronize on a resilient-barrier which moves significantly less data and therefore has much weaker bandwidth requirements. Each remaining worker need only examine tasks "homed" on it to determine which tasks have not completed. All tasks homed on a failed node must be re-run, however, as their individual statuses cannot be determined. Although not discussed in past work, the homes mechanism has tunable resilience with an arbitrary mirroring of homes possible on multiple nodes. Current implementations of the task collection framework show promise and have demonstrated scalability up to O(10,000) cores [5] ; however, we wish to test its viability as an extreme-scale runtime. The scalability depends critically on the performance of resilient collectives, particularly all-gather and all-reduce. While all-reduce can be avoided with "homes," all-gather is unavoidable since every worker must agree on the initial distribution of tasks. To this end, we propose extended algorithms for resilient collectives that satisfy weak agreement. Through simulation with SST/macro, we explore the performance of these collectives on speculative extreme-scale architectures. We also examine multiple network topologies, suggesting which machine configurations would best support the collection model. The original formulation also requires collections to run one-by-one in sequence, introducing an implicit barrier between collections and further hampering the extreme-scale viability. Exploiting concurrency between task objects across collections requires the overlap of multiple collections -which is possible if the transport layer supports asynchronous collective semantics. We describe here one possible API implemented within the SST/macro simulator.
II. RELATED WORK
Task collections were originally introduced with Scioto/TASCEL [5] , [6] . Although Cilk is perhaps the most prominent work-stealing programming model [8] , it is a core feature of X10 [9] and has also been explored with OpenMP [10] . Many-task parallelism is also a prominent feature of StarPU [11] , SMPs [12] , concurrent collections (CnC) [13] , and DaGuE [14] . While StarPU and SMPs have focused mainly on shared-memory, distributed memory extensions have been explored with Cilk [15] and X10 [16] . More recently, Legion has been used for separately expressing task parallelism and data parallelism via logical regions [17] , although over-decomposition is not intrinsic to the framework and resilience has not yet been considered.
Many efforts to optimize all-gather [18] and all-reduce [19] collectives, commonly used in MPI programs, have been considered for the failure-free case. Additionally, many faulttolerant extensions have been considered for MPI, including FT-MPI [20] and, more recently, ULFM-MPI [21] . In particular, resilient MPI collectives have been explored [22] with particular emphasis on agreement algorithms [23] . Resilient collectives for task collections are closely related to faulttolerant termination detection schemes [24] .
III. TRADITIONAL COLLECTIVE ALGORITHMS

A. All-gather
For all-gather, we use the Brück algorithm described in [18] . Both all-reduce and all-gather collectives progress through well-defined rounds of send/recv pairs. The Brück algorithm is a recursive doubling scheme ( Figure 1 ) proceeding over log 2 p rounds, where p is the number of processes. In round k, each process i sends to i+2 k (modulo p) and receives from i − 2 k (modulo p) all of the data currently gathered. If the buffer size is N bytes, each process sends N 2 k bytes in round k (i.e. recursive doubling). There are extra subtleties for p not a power of 2, for which details can be found in [19] . Theoretical formulas for cost can be derived based on the LogP model [25] , assuming a fixed latency, α, and fixed bandwidth, b, and are usually expressed with inverse bandwidth, β. For the Brück algorithm, we have: 
B. All-reduce
For all-reduce, we use the Rabenseifner algorithm described in [19] , which is a recursive halving/recursive doubling scheme ( Figure 2 ) over 2 log 2 p rounds. For buffer size N in the first round, process 0 and process 1 exchange N/2 bytes and reduce. Similarly, processes 2 and 3, 4 and 5, etc., also exchange. In the next round, process 0 and process 2 exchange N/4 bytes and reduce. Similarly, processes 1 and 3, 4 and 6, etc., also exchange. This continues for k rounds, amounting to a recursive-halving reduce-scatter. In the final k rounds, the scattered results are gathered through recursive doubling, running the first k rounds "backward."
For reduction operations, the derived analytical cost model can take into account memory bandwidth by including an additional term for inverse op rate, γ, giving
where the factor of a half on γ occurs because only half the rounds are reducing, with the rest gathering. 
IV. FAULT-TOLERANT COLLECTIVES
We extend the collectives with a low-latency resilient detection algorithm to guarantee that a collective will finish (rather than hang) in the presence of failures. Specifically, in every round, processes ping both their send and recv partner via a single word RDMA get. There is no guarantee of when a message will arrive in the collective or when the partners will reach the same round. However, as long as the send and recv partners both remain alive, they will communicate eventually. The ping guarantees a process will not hang waiting for messages. If the partner fails, the ping will timeout or, if supported by hardware, return a NACK immediately. The process then aborts the collective and stops sending gather/reduce data. In the absence of failures, the resilience overhead in this case is essentially zero as the ping is a low-latency RDMA get.
When aborting, the process cannot simply exit the collective. Other processes may not have detected the error and may hang waiting for messages. For example, in the all-reduce from Figure 2 , suppose process 0 detects that its partner, process 1, has failed in round 0. In the next round, process 2 expects to communicate with process 0. Thus process 0 must send a "dummy" or failure messages to process 2 to keep it from hanging. Regardless of error detection, every process must therefore "complete" the collective, sending failure messages instead of real data after aborting.
The resilience algorithm presented in this section is not rigorous and represents a form of speculative or optimistic execution. The algorithm will always detect nodes that failed before entering the collective. However, if nodes fail during the collective, some nodes may finish oblivious to the failure. For example, in the all-gather example in Figure 1 , after round 0 the odd-and even-numbered nodes partition into two distinct groups. Thus, if an odd-numbered node fails during round 1, the even-numbered nodes will finish the collective and receive all the data. Some notification must therefore reach the evennumbered nodes to repeat the collective. In this regard, a more rigorous agreement algorithm is needed such as that outlined in [23] to correctly certify a collective as complete. The agreement algorithm is essentially a barrier, transmitting very small amounts of data and should therefore be quick relative to any data-intensive all-gather or all-reduce that preceded it.
Thus, we propose a model in which an "optimistic" collective executes with a light-weight detection mechanism, running optimally with little overhead. If successful, the next round of tasks starts executing. A placeholder for the original collective is maintained until a second, rigorous barrier completes in the background. Although task execution is "speculative," no rollback is required if the second collective fails. If the second collective fails, the transport layer will re-execute the original collective; this resolves the partitioning problem that occurs if a node fails during the original collective. Nodes in a "successful" partition may have already started running the next set of tasks before the collective was re-executed; these tasks are still correct. The first collective is simply re-executed for the benefit of those nodes in "failed" partitions.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Structural Simulation with SST/macro
We explore performance primary through network discrete event simulation, but also compare results to the pen-andpaper constitutive models in Section III. SST/macro (Structural Simulation Toolkit for macroscale) is an efficient, coarsegrained simulator for exploring new architectures. While small, cycle-accurate details such as flit arbitration are not considered, structural simulation does physically model each packet moving through the network. We can therefore estimate the effect of resource contention. We can further estimate the effects of different network topologies. The LogP model [25] , on which equations (1) and (2) are based, maps naturally to a torus. The notion of a point-to-point bandwidth is not easily defined for path-diverse topologies like fat-tree since the number of paths between network endpoint pairs is not uniform. We primarily consider two congestion points: 1) injection from the network interface (NIC) to the network and 2) arbitration in the network switches. Latencies accumulate on injection and with each hop in the network. SST/macro runs applications natively, intercepting calls to communication libraries and emulating them. For example, MPI codes can be directly compiled and run in the simulator, with MPI functions passing through the simulator rather than actually executing. Any C/C++ software stack can run in the simulator. Although not used here, arbitrary failure scenarios can also be configured to assess performance under node loss. For more details, consult previous work [26] or the project websites [27] , [28] .
B. Machine Configurations
We consider the performance on three different topologies: 1) 3D Torus, 2) Fat-tree with radix-8 switches (quad-tree), and 3) Fat-tree with radix-16 switches (oct-tree). The fat-tree is actually implemented as a modified Clos topology [29] with commodity switches rather than a "textbook" fat tree with custom internal/root switches making them more practical to implement cost-wise. A binary fat-tree is pedagogically most common but would require too many switches to achieve 100K network endpoints and is not considered. A dragonfly topology [30] is another strong candidate for extreme-scale. However, maximizing throughput requires more complicated routing schemes, e.g. [31] , to fully utilize the path diversity between endpoints. Because dragonfly performance depends so critically on routing (and therefore makes accurate simulation difficult), we delay dragonfly for further study and use the fat-tree as an initial model for a more "path-diverse" topology.
Here we do not consider link bandwidth and instead consider total switch bandwidth to normalize results across the different topologies. For example, a 8 GB/s link in a 3D torus corresponds to 48 GB/s total switch bandwidth since it is radix-6. The equivalent quad-tree has only 6 GB/s links since it is radix-8. We examine a model configuration representative of current architectures, e.g. Blue Gene-Q [32] . We further explore two prospective next-generation architectures, denoted EXA1 and EXA2. EXA2 models an on-board network interface (NIC) with much better injection characteristics. In all cases, we assume perfect SMP parallelism. Only one process runs per node, and work is divided by a node-level task manager amongst the available threads (CPU or accelerator).
C. Message Protocols
Machines are assumed to support Infiniband-like capabilities for sending messages with RDMA support. Short messages can be directly sent to mailboxes with no handshaking. RDMA put and RDMA get operations can be performed asynchronously. Send-and recv-side completion ACKs are delivered to the NIC and can be queried by polling a completion queue. The hardware support provides two different protocols for sending messages between a send/recv pair. First, for small messages, the sender can deliver an eager message carrying both a metadata header and the message content. This provides lower latency since only one trip is required, but only works for small messages. Second, the sender can deliver a small handshake message with metadata used to configure an RDMA get by the receiver. Upon completion, hardware ACKs are delivered to sender and receiver completion queues to notify that the RDMA transfer is complete. This makes use of RDMA but requires multiple network trips leading to higher latency.
D. Transport Layer
In the simulator, we define an object-oriented, asynchronous transport layer-distinct from MPI-but still feasible on current or next-generation architectures. The transport layer provides operations for point-to-point exchanges (sst_send, sst_rdma_get, sst_rdma_put), exposing more of the supporting hardware to the application. Additionally, collectives can be initiated, e.g. sst_allreduce. Every call is non-blocking-even collectives, which must therefore provide a unique integer tag identifying the collective. The layer does not provide receive functions; instead, arriving messages are processed by calling sst_poll. The transport layer enforces a model of only responding to arrived messages rather than requesting to receive data that has not (and with failures may not) arrive. The API is sufficient for implementing the protocols in Section V-C. For overlapping collectives, the code might be as follows: 
VI. RESULTS
A. All-reduce
As emphasized above, resilience of the task schedule in the collection framework depends on all-reduce and allgather collectives. The suitability of the framework as a whole therefore depends critically on the collectives' scalability. We first consider the performance of the all-reduce for various topologies for a weak-scaling problem. We evaluate three scenarios: 100, 400, and 1600 tasks per process. For 65K processes, the largest all-reduce is very demanding. Each node must receive a buffer with entries for every task in the collection, ntask tot , corresponding to a buffer size of 100 MB, assuming a single char is sufficient to describe the task state. If only a boolean is needed (done or not done), the buffer size can be decreased to 12 MB. The scalability of the collective is determined by the granularity of the tasks and the flop rate of the node.
For current machines, predicted fault tolerant all-reduce performance at large scales is shown in Figure 3 . Despite being normalized to an equivalent bandwidth per switch, the fat tree topologies clearly outperform the torus. Despite having fatter connections between adjacent nodes in the 3D-torus, the collectives benefit greatly from the increased path diversity in the fat tree. The oct-tree and quad-tree have very similar performance and from here-on we only consider the oct-tree since its higher radix allows implementing the same number of network endpoints with fewer switches [29] . Here it is critical to compare the length of computation time spent executing the tasks relative to the communication time spent in the collectives. Consider a 200 GF node (100 cores at 2 GHZ). If coarse-grained tasks require 10 ms each on a single core, a collection with 1600 tasks would complete in 160 ms. For a torus with 65K nodes, the collective already consumes almost as much time as the tasks. While a fat-tree is much more scalable, the collective is the same order of magnitude (30 ms) at 65K nodes and will not scale much further. If finergrained tasks are required (sub ms), e.g. molecular dynamics with small amounts of work over many time steps , a global allreduce of task states, despite its conceptual appeal, is clearly no longer suitable.
B. Analytic Models
The results generated above require reasonable, but still somewhat expensive, simulation. Analytic or constitutive models can be useful for a very coarse understating of the design space if of sufficiently high accuracy. For a torus, we can compare two models to the simulation results. First, we assume point-to-point sends achieve a full 5 GB/s. Clearly, from Figure  4 , the "naive" model fails to capture the correct behavior. Although not shown, if congestion is "turned off" in the simulator, the analytic model is essentially reproduced. In the second model, we replace the actual bandwidth with an "empirical" congestion bandwidth of 1.25 GB/s. The model performs well if parameterized with an "empirical" bandwidth. As mentioned above, the analytic model is more difficult to map onto a fat-tree since the path diversity between nodes (and maximum bandwidth without congestion) increases with distance; however, the scaling is essentially linear, implying a single empirical bandwidth for fat-tree provides a good estimate. 
C. All-gather
As alluded to in Section I, within the task collection framework, the all-reduce collective can be avoided by intro- for an extant interconnect model ducing a slightly more complicated scheme involving "homes." However, the initial all-gather collective cannot be avoided since every worker in a collection must agree on the initial distribution of tasks. In this context, the all-gather collective is far more scalable than the all-reduce. Rather than reducing a huge array of size ntask tot , each process only contributes a single integer to the all-gather. Compared to the 50-100 ms times for all-reduce, the all-gather times are vastly reduced ( Figure 5 ). For a fat-tree, even on today's architectures, subms times can be achieved.
Assuming an exascale model with approximately 100K nodes at 10 TF each, we can consider two possible machine designs, as mentioned in Section V-B. Configuration EXA1 has an external NIC with higher injection latency while EXA2 has an on-board NIC with much better injection. Again, fattree is better than torus; however, the collective can complete in under 0.2 ms regardless of topology. The collective is somewhat latency-sensitive and therefore EXA2 performs better. For an oct-tree with EXA2 configuration, an exascale machine (130K nodes) completes in 40 μs. Thus, the allgather collective intrinsic to the collection framework is highly scalable and should not be a bottleneck. In general, nodes are highly unlikely to fail during the collective. Even for extant interconnects, the all-gather is a few ms, well below even the most pessimistic estimates of an exascale MTBF. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work we have laid out the requirements for resilient communication collectives in the context of task-scheduling and work-stealing, and have explored their viability at exascale. We have found that the all-gather is a viable collective communication option, while the all-reduce collective is not at the task-granularities expected in both modern and future simulation codes. We plan to further study how long collectives take to complete when nodes have failed. We also plan to incorporate the use of resilient communication collectives in the context of a broader study of an overlapping task collection framework in SST/macro. Our goal is to explore both the scalability and reliability of such a framework for proposed exascale architectures.
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